The use of an interactive software program for quantitative characterization of microcalcifications on digitized film-screen mammograms.
Mammography is relatively nonspecific for the early detection of breast cancer. This study evaluates the accuracy of mammographic interpretation using quantitative features characterizing microcalcifications, which are extracted by a computerized system. A computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) system enabling digitization of film-screen mammograms and automatic feature extraction was developed. A classification scheme (discriminant analysis) based on these features was constructed and trained on 217 cases with known pathology. The diagnostic performance of the classification scheme was tested against the radiologist's conventional interpretation on 45 additional cases of microcalcifications, each analyzed independently by four radiologists. The sensitivity of the CAD system analysis (95.7%) was significantly better than that of conventional interpretation (84.8%). The positive predictive value of interpretation increased significantly, as did the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve. This classification scheme for microcalcifications, based on quantitative features characterizing the lesion, significantly improved the accuracy of mammographic interpretation.